KOV-N300BWM-L NEWTRAL 3 MEDIUM MOUSE WIRELESS (LEFT-HANDED)

NEWTRAL 3 MEDIUM MOUSE WIRELESS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

The Newtral 3 Wireless Mouse features enhanced quality
ergonomics. This mouse reduces wrist and forearm pronation
through the concave depression on the thumb side of the mouse
combined with the 33 degree slope off the horizontal from the
pointer finger to the fifth finger position.

Models: Available in Wireless (Right & LeftHanded) and Wired versions (Right-Handed only).

The slanted semi-fist shape design allows gravitational force on
the hand to be employed to provide the majority of the control
required to precisely move the mouse. The Newtral 3 Mouse has
2 grip options: the Precision Grip and the Ergo-Grip (attachment
flange). The Ergo-Grip design with detachable palm support
keeps the underside of the pinky finger and palm off the surface
of the desk to reduce friction.

Compatibility: The mouse is compatible with
Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 10, Mac OS 9, Mac OS X (10.2.8 or later),
and Linux.

The Newtral 3 Mouse features an updated shape and enhanced
flange attachment technology.

Installation: Plug-and-play for default function.
Driver is needed to program function of buttons,
and is compatible with Windows systems only.

Opitcal DPI Resolution: Features 1000, 1200,
1600 DPI.
Programmable Buttons: Features 6
programmable buttons that are customizable
with driver software installation.

Dimensions: Width -- 3.1” (7.8 cm) without
palm support / 4.1” (10.4 cm) with palm support;
Length -- 4.5” (11.4 cm) without palm support /
6.6” (16.8 cm) with palm support;
Height -- 2.1” (5.3 cm);
Weight -- 3.88 oz (110g) without palm support /
5.29 oz (150g) with palm support.

The soft gel applied to the Ergo-Grip
flange support increases the size to
bear your hand weight and reduces the
pressure of your wrist.
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